
LINE CLEANING AND KEG COUNTING 
Now that we have spoken with your Trade Associations and have Government and An Garda 

Síochána support, we are recommencing beer and cider line cleaning from this week 
commencing May 6th. We want to ensure that draught dispense equipment is left ready to 

work optimally for when pubs re-open. 
 

The Plan of Action: 
Our Draught Technical Service Team have been fully briefed in regards to Safety including 
personal hygiene and physical distancing when visiting your premises. 

They will undertake the cleaning of all your Heineken Ireland draught beer and cider lines in 
your pub: given the time since these were last used this may take longer than usual. 

They will also count and tag all the broached kegs in your outlet in order to record this and 
return the information to Customer Service to begin the credit process. 

They will count and record the full kegs, noting the Best Before dates and will provide this 
information to Customer Service. 

Our Sales Representatives will return to visiting outlets in order to support this keg 
counting programme. Thus in some of your accounts the full keg counting and recording will 
be carried out by your Sales Representative, who is looking forward to the opportunity to 
chat with you in person. 

Broached and Unbroached Kegs: 
Our keg distribution partners CBL and Connollys will be following behind the line 
cleaning/keg counting project from Monday the 11th of May and they will be in touch to 
confirm a keg collection time and date with you. 

Next Steps: 
We will call you in advance to make an appointment – please support us by facilitating this as any 
delays in accessing outlets have a knock-on effect, slowing down the whole process for other accounts. 
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